PURPOSE
This two-day summit will accelerate our efforts by bringing together leaders from across Pennsylvania to reconnect, discover intersections, and further the oral health movement through innovative collaborations. This unique summit will not follow a typical lecture style format, but will be hands-on and highly participatory. Our time will be spent working together, in an effort to find ways to continue to impact:

- **Access** – Pennsylvania is a diverse state by population and geography. Sufficient access to oral health care is a right of the people that we have struggled to meet in the past.

- **Workforce** – With new scalable prototypes arising from our 2016 Workforce Innovation Summit, PA is primed to fully utilize all its oral health workforce to meet population needs. We will continue to dive deeper into new and renewed models to identify solutions and strengthen the oral health safety net for all.

- **Infrastructure** – With the launch of the 2017-2020 PA Oral Health Plan since our last convening, PA infrastructure is supporting the oral health movement at all levels. Our work together at this summit aligns with and elevates the PA Oral Health Plan.

INTENTIONS

- Expand everyone’s understanding of what’s happening across the state...where we’ve made progress—stories of innovative collaborations that are already happening, diverse regional needs, and opportunities for innovative collaborations...

- Expand our collective understanding of the needs of underserved individuals in a way that addresses systemic barriers and has us experience our shared humanity...

- Apply what we’re learning from each other to leverage efforts, launch new collaborations, and pursue individual actions...

- Continue to position the leadership role of PCOH as a “backbone organization”—as convener, connector...

WHAT PARTICIPANTS WILL GAIN

- Awareness of what’s happening across communities in PA

- New connections/relationships

- New ideas

- Tangible strategies for launching actions
DAY 1
SEEING THE BIG PICTURE

REGISTRATION, COFFEE, LIGHT REFRESHMENTS
(9:30-10:00AM)

10:00AM  WELCOME AND ORIENTATION TO THE SUMMIT
Frame what’s happening in the larger external environment and the importance of innovation and collaboration in achieving health equity
Invited: Governor’s Office and Teresa Miller, JD

BUILDING THE FOUNDATION FOR OUR WORK
Gather perspectives on barriers, accomplishments, and our potential impact

PROMISING INNOVATIONS
Share updates that highlight collaborative efforts and stimulate thinking

LUNCH

MAPPING THE CURRENT AND FUTURE ORAL HEALTH SYSTEM
Work together to create a picture of the current oral health “system” in our region, analyze it, and redesign (make moves) so it works for everyone

CRYSTALIZING OPPORTUNITIES
Name a few “what ifs” to guide potential action based on what’s already happening across the state and the needs of our region

5:30PM  ADJOURN & COCKTAIL RECEPTION

DAY 2
MOVING TO ACTION

COFFEE AND CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
(8:00-8:30AM)

8:30AM  OPENING REFLECTIONS & SENSE MAKING
Share morning reflections; what’s coming into focus and what’s needed for next steps/action
IDENTIFYING ACTION POSSIBILITIES
Name the specific ideas where people have interest and energy

REGIONAL/STATEWIDE ACTION PLANNING
Organize around these ideas so participants can collaborate and prepare to launch action

WORKING SESSION AND LUNCH

SHARING INSIGHTS ACROSS REGIONS & SEEING THE WHOLE
Gain a “sense of the whole” of the action being launched; gather ideas from others

INDIVIDUAL REFLECTION, NEXT STEPS AND COMMITMENTS

3:00PM  ADJOURN